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Distributed Power Systems

Bob Mammano

tures, however, it is helpful to understand the
motivation for considering distributed power.

Advantages of Distributed Power
While not all of the following list of potential

advantages are common to all distributed power
configurations, it is still a list worthy of consider-
ation during any power system definition phase.

1. Standardized designs: A centralized power
supply almost by definition must be designed
specifically for each new set of requirements. A
goal of distributed power is the availability of
standardized off-the-shelf modules or designs which
could be combined in a variety of ways to meet a
specific application. This has obvious benefits in
development time and engineering costs as well as
the confidence gained from using pre-qualified

power components.
2. Ease of customizing: If unusual requirements
are encountered, it is much easier to modify,
redesign, or replace a smaller power module allo-
cated to the unique portion of the system than to
redesign a larger central power supply. Customizing
a supply delivering common load voltages is often
as easy as paralleling the required number of
standard power modules needed for a given require-
ment. A corollary of this benefit is the ease of
accommodating system growth, or recovering from
an overly optimistic initial estimate of the system's
power needs.

3. Maintainability: With distributed power it is
possible to localize and isolate faults much more
readily and, with properly designed parallel sys-
tems, on-line replacement (hot-swapping) will allow
repairs to be made with a minimum of down time.

4. Packaging: A look inside any kilowatt or
larger power supply will impress anyone with the

Introduction to Distributed Power
Traditionally, power generation for an electronic

system was assigned a particular location in the
system's structure where a central power supply
would reside, powering all the system's elements
through a network of cables or buses as shown in
Figure IA. The advantages of this approach include
concentrating all the power processing technology
-including thermal I
management -into a
single box which could RL

then be designed, sub-
contracted, or purchased
as a stand-alone item. RL

This was particularly
appropriate if the sys-
tem designer did not RL

own the necessary
power processing exper- 1A -Central Power

tise.
Distributed power ,

such as an approach
shown in Figure IB, RL
represents a converse
technique. In a distrib-
uted power system the RL

system's power require-
ments are allocated to a

RL
number of smaller

power proces!.ing units 18 -Distributed Power
which are then distribut-
ed throughout the system in a variety of architec-
tures, usually with the intent of bringing power
processing closer to where the power will be used.
While the ultimate extension of this concept is the
"on-card" regulator or power supply, many other
solutions for distributing power processing tasks are
common. Before discussing the various architec-
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Applications for Distributed Power
While we may not often think of power utilities

in the same context with electronic systems. the
most obvious example of distributed power is our
nationwide 60 Hertz power grid. Clearly the prob-
lems of distributing 110Vac power over hundreds of
miles would be insurmountable were it not for the
distributed network of step down transformers to
process the power from much higher transmission
voltage levels to household values.

Smaller examples where power is used at some
distance from its point of generation can be seen in
ships and airplanes where power is distributed at
higher voltage levels and converted at locations
closer to the point of use. These applications. like
the utilities. are typically designed for ac transmis-
sions where the local power processor involves a 60
or 400Hz transformer. a relatively bulky item. It is
interesting to note that a similar technique was
initially proposed for the Space Station but with the
transmission frequency changed to 20kHz to reduce
the size and weight of the line transformers. While
an interesting concept. this approach suffered
(perhaps fatally) from problems associated with
EMI generation and power factor control.

The most obvious example of distributed power
in electronic systems is in telecommunications
where the initial use of -48V batteries as power
backup has led to the standardized application of a
48V dc distribution bus for all types of telecom-
munication equipment. much of it now digital
systems operating from SV power.

Both military and space systems have had an
ongoing need for distributed power systems dictated
by the need for reliability rather than distribution
efficiency. To aid in this effort. the various defense
organizations have spent millions to fund the
development of very dense and reliable standard
DC/DC power conversion modules.

Certainly large computer systems are prime
candidates for distributed power due to their large
usage of low voltage power. As logic voltage levels
drop below SV. this need to process the power at
the point of use will be almost mandatory .While a
lf2 Volt drop in the power distribution lines is a
costly 10% loss at SV. it becomes an unacceptable
waste at three volts and lower.

significant amount of mechanical hardware neces-
sary for high power processing. Clearly, these
requirements are greatly diminished as the power
level is reduced and the need for heavy bus bars
and special heat sinks is diminished. This benefit
also has a corollary in thermal management where
a distributed power system, by distributing the
sources of heat generation, can often rely on con-
ducted or radiated cooling, sometimes eliminating
the need for air moving equipment.

5. Power density: If all else is equal, it would
probably take considerably more volume to house
n modules than a single power supply with n times
the power, however all else need not be equal.
Specifically, as the power level goes down, the
switching frequency can go up without a decrease
in efficiency, resulting in greatly enhanced power
density for lower power modules. Ongoing im-
provements in the technology of almost all the
components which go into a power supply are
continually enhancing this benefit as distributed
power modules with power densities of 50 to 100
W /in3 are becoming available.

6. Reliability: The reliability of a power system
is obviously enhanced if it consists of a paralleled
configuration of n+y modules where n is the
minimum number of modules necessary to meet a
given load requirement and y is a number of addi-
tional units (usually I) which gives the system the
ability to tolerate y failures without impact. While
reliability is certainly affected by the relative design
philosophies used, it can usually be shown that
while the number of components may go up in a
distributed system, the lower power levels result in
reduced stress levels, both electrical and thermal,
benefiting overall reliability.

7. Efficiency: As load voltages are reduced, the
IR drops in the power distribution conductors
become ever more significant. A major benefit and
goal of distributed power should be to generate the
high current, low voltages close to where they will
be needed and to power the distributed power units
with higher voltages and correspondingly reduced
current levels.
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lions are often generated by the need for standard-
ization and redundancy rather than reducing distri-
bution losses. With higher reliability as an objec-
tive, equalizing stresses by insuring load sharing
between modules is usually required. Configuring
power converters for current sharing when paral-
leled is not a trivial problem but ICs for that
purpose as well as the use of current-mode control
methods provide ready solutions.

11 should be noted that most approaches to equal
current sharing require at least one more intercon-
nection between modules in addition to the common
source and load connections. Figure 3 shows
current mode control where the output of the
voltage sensing error amplifier is used by the PWM
modulator to control output inductor current. By
using a single error amplifier to control all the
paralleled modulators, equal currents from each
module can be assured. A more thorough descrip-
tion of current sharing techniques can be found in
Reference [I].

RL

: RL

PS1

RL
Fig 3 -Paralleling with Current Mode Control

PS2

2. Series (or cascading): With a cascaded power
system, an intermediate bus voltage is developed
with each interconnection. A typical cascaded
system would be to follow a power factor correct-
ing pre-regulator with a down converter as shown
in Figure 4. Since each block in a series system
handles the same current, it would not seem prudent
to process the power twice, however there are
offsetting benefits. Specifically in the example of

PS1

.RL1

PS2

RL2
INTERMEDIATE
BULK VOLTAGE

~

Those familiar with automotive systems are
aware of significant power distribution problems as
ever-increasing quantities of electronic components
are connected to the 12V battery. It has been
accepted as a given eventuality that cars will soon
have to be equipped with 24V batteries. This will
surely spawn a need for local down converters
distributed throughout the automobile.

Distributed Power Architectures
While distributed

power architectures
can get quite com- >-
plex and specialized,
most are either de-
rived from or combi-
nations of four basic
configurations which
are shown in Figure 2A -Parallel Modules
2. These are: parallel,
series, split source, >-
or split load. It
should be recognized
that in addition to 2B -Cascading
differentinterconnec-
tions, each of these
approaches represents >

a solution to a differ-
ent set of objectives.
A description of >
these architectures
and their characteris-
tics is given below: 2C S S I ' ,

-ource p lttmg
I. Para lleling:

Paralleling power
modules infers a
common source and >-
load. This usually
means retaining a
central location
where a single high
power supply is
replaced with a
grouping of paral- 2D -Load Splitting

leled lower power
modules. While the power processing is distributed,
it may not be distributed very far. Parallel connec-

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

"::1:
Fig 4 -Cascaded Power Processing
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Fig 6 -Splitting Loads

units are on-card regulators then their power capa-
bility could be determined by the load on that
particular board. Where battery backup is required,
it need only be applied to that portion of the system
which must stay active during a power fault.

While there is certainly an incentive to stan-
dardize, the output power processors could range
from simple linear regulators, through non-isolated
switching regulators, to a broad range of transform-
er-coupled DC to DC converter topologies. With
converter design optimized for particular sections of
the load, load regulation performance can be excel-
lent. An additional advantage is the possibility of
isolating noise-generating loads from the rest of the
system. A load generated noise signal must pass
through two converters to get to adjacent portions
of the system.

5. Combinations: Many -if not most -systems
will be configured using combinations of the above
architecture. Figure 7, illustrates a common ap-

SV

Figure 4, the PFC module, in addition to removing
distortion in the input line current wavefonn,
accommodates a wide range of input line voltage
variation and provides a semi-regulated intennediate
voltage of 380Vdc. Using this voltage on the bulk
storage capacitors provides a very efficient means
of accommodating long hold-up requirements.

The down converter then reduces the 380V to a
more manageable bus voltage but, with minimum
input variation, this converter can be designed very
efficiently with a large duty cycle and have a fast
control loop for good dynamic load regulation.

3. Source splitting: Driving multiple power
processing units from different sources is probably
more limited in application. Two specific illustra-
tions of this approach are shown in Figure 5. In 5A,
a separate line conditioner -which might include a
power factor corrector -is used on each leg of a
three phase power
line. A split source
connection is also
indicated when there 3Qj

are completely differ- -(:::t-
ent sources of power 1
such as the battery
backup system of
Figure 5B. SA -Three Phase Source

Another use of split
source distributed power
is in redundant systems
where, in addition to
redundant power mod-
ules, the system will
have two or more distri- -

.BACKUP
1-

bution buses and each BATTERY

bus becomes a source
for a portion of the SB -Battery Backup
output modules.

4. Load splitting: The most common under-
standing of distributed power assumes split loads
where different portions of the system are each
powered by their own power processing unit. An
illustration of load splitting is shown in Figure 6.
Note that this gives innumerable options in tenns of
dividing up the loads and the corresponding re-
quirements on the power processing units. If the
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proach with a cascaded PFC and down converter
with split-load output units. A highly redundant
architecture which uses all the above alternatives is
illustrated in Fig. 8.

lSource 11 ~

~

efficient system. The countering arguments usually
relate to safety and it is the system designer's task
to reach an acceptable compromise. While selec-
tions can, and often are, unique to particular sys-
tems, several choices have been used often enough
to qualify as standards. A review of some of these
is outlined below:

1. AC line power: Disassociated from the utility
network, it is not uncommon to distribute ac line
voltage to multiple power units within a system as
shown in Figure lO. The obvious advantage is that
each distributed element is also a stand-alone item
-particularly appropriate if the system consists of
an assembly of independently purchased items. Of
course, this is not a low cost approach.

rPiIPSTi '~21 I PS31

IPSSI

Fig 8 -Highly Redundent. Parallel Bus
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>Itage Levels

made to use a disbibuted

ous next question is the

~vels. With the recognition

ution network are usually

er bus voltage levels with

:urrents make for a more

6. Stacked modules:
Mention should be
made of one further
way of combining
power modules -this
for the purpose of )-
obtaining additional
voltage levels. Figure
9 shows the stacking
of two modules so
that their individual
output voltages either
add or subtract. This
type of power pro-
cessing unit must be
designed with the
capability for floating
outputs and consider-
ation must be given
to the possibility of
reverse output CUf-
rents.

Distribution Bus V(
Once the decision is

power system. the obvi
selection of bus voltage II
that losses in the distrib
determined by fR. high,
correspondingly lower c

\-.

Fig 10 -AC Distributed Bus Voltage

2. High-frequency AC: As discussed above, per-
haps an idea whose time has not yet come.

3. High voltage DC: With a value in the range
of 350 to 400V, this is a natural choice as it is the
nominal output from a boost power factor and line
conditioning block. Clearly, a substantial amount of
power can be transmitted at this voltage level with
minimal line drops. Just as obvious, safety is a
considerable issue. An equally troublesome feature
is that this voltage (actually any dc voltage much
over 32V) may sustain an arc which makes every
switch and connector a significant problem.

While the transmission losses are low with high
voltage, each point of use will require a relatively
sophisticated DC/DC converter which must include
a transformer (albeit at high frequency) for voltage
stepdown to load levels.

4. Low Voltage DC: An interesting counterpoint
to a 300+ V bus is the use of a very low voltage dc
for distribution. The decision here is to accept some
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fR losses in the disbibution bus in return for very
simple, low cost point-of-use regulators. One
extreme example is shown in Figure 11, where a
computer system disbibutes power at 6 volts (:t
O.SV). While this demands good regulation of the
bus voltage and a well engineered network, the gain
is that the local on-card SV regulators can be
simple, low-drop linear types. These provide excel-
lent dynamic load regulation at a very low cost

5.5V BUS

%-1--W.

SV

RL

ment of this standard is that this 48V bus must be
a fully isolated power source. That gives the user
the opportunity to make it a +48V,
-48V, .t 24V, or any other combination which adds
up to 48V total differential. This means that the
most versatile load modules will in turn be isolated
so that the ground will be defined by the load and
not the source.

System Hold-up Time
Typically, most power systems have a require-

ment to maintain some intelligence for a specified
period of time after removal of the input supply.
Without a backup power source, this means energy
storage somewhere in the power path. If only a
small and defined portion of the load has the hold-
up requirement, it might well be provided with
capacitor storage at the point of use; but more often
the location of hold-up energy will be on or before
the distribution bus. So this may be another impor-
tant criteria for defining the bus voltage level.

Since energy stored in a capacitor is proportioned
to the square of the voltage, it is clear that the
higher the voltage, the less capacitance is required
for the same energy storage.

To offer a specific example, if we assume a con-
stant load power of 500 W, and ask for 50 nsec
hold-up time during which the bus voltage is
allowed to drop by no more than 20%, the value of
the required storage capacitance is:

2PTC=

Fig 11 -Low Voltage Bus

Between 360V and 6V there is obviously a lot of
room to maneuver. Many industrial controls use
24 V dc while the military and aerospace have a long
history of standardizing on 28V dc. Often the choice
of bus voltage is defined by the output level of
some difficult-to-change source, for example, the
voltage provided by the backup battery.

The -48V batteries which have been in use by
telephone companies for years fall into this catego-
ry. With the backup battery defined, it was easy for
the telecommunication industry to select 48V dc as
their bus voltage of choice. This voltage level
received added emphasis with the European Tele-
corn Standards EN41003 and UL1950 which desig-
nate 6OV dc the maximum SEL V (Safety Extra Low
Voltage) limit. With agreement on 6OV as the
maximum voltage which will not create a hazard, a
nominal bus voltage of 48V has become a widely
accepted value as the best compromise between low
distribution losses and safety. As such, if there is
anyone voltage level which could be considered a
standard for distributed power, it would be 48V.

One such standard has been recently defined in
the Futurebus backplane distribution specification
for computer applications, designated IEEE 896.2 -

1991. In addition to severallow-voltage bus levels,
this specification defines a 48 volt level with a
tolerance of 38 to 54 volts. An additional require-

V2-V21 2

If the initial voltage is 3S0V, then:

C = 2xSOOxSOxIO-3 = 1134 JJF

3502 -2802

If, on the other hand, the initial voltage is 24V,

then:

2xSOOxSOx10-3 = 242,000 pF
C = 242- 19.22

A Typical Distributed Power System
For all the reasons discussed above. the system

shown in Figure 12 is probably illustrative of the
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Single Stage Line Conditioners
While we have rationalized the use of two

converter blocks in series to provide PFC and down
conversion, there are a few power topologies
worthy of mention which will do these functions in
a single conversion stage. Although these all have
some limitations which have prevented widespread
use, they may be applicable in specialized applica-
tions so a brief overview is given below:

I. A nyback topology can be used to implement
a high power factor pre-regulator as long as the
power levels are low enough that the high peak
switch currents do not become a major problem. By
using a transformer as the inductive component,
isolation and the ability to achieve a low dc output
voltage can then be readily provided in a single
switching function.

2. The SEPIC (Single Ended Primary Inductance
Converter) circuit shown in Figure 13 is another
possible topology. This circuit can be considered as
a boost converter with an added LC between the
input and output sections.

L1 C1
--fYYv-\ .II. [:>1

L2 C2 ::RL1 s

138- Transformer Coupled SEPIC

most common implementation of a disbibuted
power system. The flfSt block -which can be
designed for either single or three phase inputs -

provides the line conditioning, power factor correc-
tion, EMI filtering, line pre-regulation, and energy
storage at a high bulk voltage. This block usually
consists of a boost converter controlled by an IC
such as the UC3854. Its power capabilities can
range from a few hundred watts to several thou-
sand, utilize a 5o-lookHz switching frequency and,
with reasonable effort, achieve a conversion effi-
ciency in the mid 90% range. The boost topology
provides a non-isolated, high voltage dc output.

The second block is typically a forward converter
operating with current mode control for maximum
dynamic response to load variations. A transformer
is included for isolation and efficient stepdown to
the bus voltage. With a semi-regulated input voltage
and an output of 48V, this converter can usually
achieve 85% efficiency, even with switching fre-
quencies above lOOkHz. The circuit topology can
be single-ended for power levels in the range of a
few hundred watts, but above a kilowatt, a full
bridge topology is usually needed. Control IC's
used here would be the UC3844 at low power with
perhaps a UC3825 when the application calls for a
bridge circuit.

A relatively new consideration for a circuit
topology applicable to the down converter block is
a zero-voltage switched, phase shifted control for a
bridge power stage. The UC3875 has been devel-
oped to control this topology providing low-Ioss
switching at high power, even with switching
frequencies approaching lMHz. This technique will
provide very efficient power conversion in a high

power density configuration.

When the second L is replaced with a trans-
former, again, both isolation and low output voltage
are possible, This circuit has the added benefit of
inherent short circuit protection due to the series
capacitor but, by the same token, because this
capacitor transmits full line power, it is often a
costly element.

3. The Clarke Converter[4] as shown in Figure
14 is a third alternative to providing PFC with a
low output voltage. This circuit can be considered
as a push-pull boost converter with a transformer
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Fig ]4 -The Clarke Push-Pul/ Boost Converter

2. A discontinuous nyback circuit implemented
with the UC3828 as shown in Figure 16 is a more
efficient choice and has the added benefit of poten-
tial isolation and multiple output voltage capabili-
ties. Again, the 6OV capability of the UC3828 saves
this implementation from excessive complexity .

I: :r;::r- ~ II tr
-w.-- ~~ .

-AM-- --"M-i~
-AM--
-II--"'
-I~

Fig ]6- Flyback Converter with UC3828

coupled output. Since the circuit is inductor fed, the
switches must have overlapping conduction periods
and be capable of withstanding higher voltage
levels, but the transformer is efficiently driven and
will provide an isolated, low output voltage.

Load Regulators
The options for converting the 48V bus voltage

to useful low voltage levels are too numerous to
give an in-depth description. Clearly, the choices
will be made on the basis of each specific require-
ment where performance and efficiency can be
weighed against cost and simplicity with power
level being an additional variable. Some possible
choices which might be considered are the follow-

ing:

1. A simple buck, or step-down switching
regulator is a choice for non-isolated, single-value
output levels. A typical circuit is shown in Figure
15, implemented with a UC2575HV .([he "HV"
gives this device 63V input capability). Recognize
that the conversion of 48V to 5V means a duty
cycle of approximately 10% which will cause
efficiency to suffer because of higher peak currents.
By way of illustration, when powering a 5 Watt
load, the circuit of Figure 15 has an efficiency of
76% with an input of 12V, 75% at 48V, and 68%
at 6OV.

3. A push-pull converter topology similar to
that shown in Figure 17 provides higher efficiencies
as the power level rises. This 1.SMHz circuit,
implemented with the UC382S, offers good perfor-
mance in a small package because of its high

switching frequency.

4. Resonant and quasi-resonant circuit topolo-
gies for very dense power modules operating in the
megaHertz frequency range have been the object of
significant interest. Initially these designs were
implemented with zero-current switching for reason-
able efficiency levels, but more recent designs with
zero-voltage or multi-resonant topologies areshow-
ing even greater promise. While their high frequen-
cy operation can result in a very small package, the
fact that the frequency is not constant can some-
times create problems at the system level.

5. High voltage linear regulators are still
possible for light loads, with the use of a product
such as the UCl17HV which will accommodate a
6SV input. Of course, with a 10:1 step down of
48V to SV, the regulator's efficiency is only 10%
and heat sinking may be an issue.

System Considerations
All the above discussions have been describing

the distributed power blocks as stand-alone power
processors, but it should be clear that there are
some additional system level factors to consider.

~

Fig 15- Stepping Down from 48V to 5V
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Fig ]7- A ].5MHz Push-Pul/ Converter Using the UC3825

dynamic performance, stability then becomes a
function of the number of modules. Paralleling
multiple modules lowers the total output impedance
which can boost the crossover frequency of the
overall loop. The preferable approach is to incorpo-
rate the output capacitor into the modules where the
loop bandwidth will remain constant, regardless of
the number of paralleled units.

yo

~

I

~ ~

One of these is cost. While many cost-saving
components, materials, and manufacturing tech-
niques have been developed, the fact remains that
one is unlikely to be able to build two converters as
inexpensively as one. So it would seem that when
compared just on the basis of hardware costs, a
distributed power system will most likely be more
expensive to procure than a single-box, central
supply. Obviously, there are many other factors
which enter into the equation and the growing
popularity of distributed approaches can only attest
to the many offsetting benefits.

An important consideration at the system level
are the interactions -and in some cases, instabili-
ties -which can occur when individual power
processing units are connected together. A few -

but certainly not all -of these characteristics are
discussed below.

I. Shared output capacitor: In paralleling
power units to deliver shared current to a common
load, the location of the output capacitor as shown
in Figure 18 can have an effect. While it might be
easy to assume that a large capacitor located as
close to the load as possible would give the best

Fig 18 -Output Capacitor Location for Stability

2. Cascaded converters: Figure 19 shows the
potential for several instabilities. Since a DC/DC
converter is designed to deliver constant power to
its load, its input impedance is a negative resis-
tance. A front -end converter optimized for a resis-
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Between Two Cascaded Converterstive load can often become unstable when connect-
ed to this negative resistance. If the driving con-
verter is a buck-derived topology, this problem can
often be addressed by raising the cross-over fre-
quency of that unit; however, that solution may not
be practical with a boost or other topology which
contains an right half-plane zero. Under these
conditions, substantial reductions in bandwidth may
be required. Another way of assuring stability of
cascaded converters is to design them so that the
magnitude of the source impedance of the driving
unit is smaller that of the input impedance of the
following converter. Stability would be assured if
this criteria could be met over the entire operating
bandwidth, however this is often difficult to achieve
and overly restrictive. A more typical characteristic
is shown in Figure 20 where the impedances do
overlap over a limited band of frequencies. Refer-
ring to the block diagram of Figure 21, the transfer
function for the combined system can be described
as:

su
0--

+

V1A

SUBSYSTEM H

F = ;!.:!:! = GHZo ZIN
VIA 1+ ~

ZIN

Fig 21 -Determining Phase Margins for
Cascaded Impedances to Predict Stability

3. EM! Filter interaction: Most switching con-
verters need some form of input EM! filter for
noise suppression. Paralleling multiple converters,
particularly when driven from a front-end processor
which has its own input EM! filter, can cause
undesirable interactions. A possible action to allevi-
ate this problem is to use a two stage filter between
cascaded stages as shown in Figure 22. The first
stage would be common to all modules while the

Fig 22 -Stability Enhanced with Single Source

Filter Driving Paralleled Input Filters
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second stage is built into each module independent-
Iy. The separate secondary filters will reduce the
ripple current on the distribution bus but, even then,
some damping may be required to eliIninate unde-
sirable effects.

4. Switching frequency interactions: It seems
prudent, although perhaps not always necessary , to
synchronize the switching frequency of all the
power modulators within a system. This can some-
times be difficult, as, for example, when isolation
boundaries must be crossed, or where one unit is
designed with a switching frequency significantly
higher or lower than others within the system.
Bruce Carsten[3] recommends a phase-Iock loop
system which, in addition to a frequency lock, can
be set up with phase shifts to prevent simultaneous

switching.
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Future Distributed Power Systems
With the present rapid development of all types

of power processing module architectures, it seems
clear that distributed power is the wave of the
future for a broad range of power levels. Much has
been accomplished in standardizing on bus voltage
levels, improving the efficiency of the modules, and
reducing their costs. Additional benefits of stan-
dardized packages, high-reliability qualified designs,
and competitive vendors provide even greater
emphasis that distributed power is an attractive and
viable solution to the system power design problem.
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